
Monday 9th September 2019 
 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
Welcome to a new school year! 
 

I’m really excited to be teaching this class of children after watching them 
come up through the school. They are an awesome group and I’m looking forward 
to seeing what they can all achieve this year! The children have settled in really well 
over the last couple days and have already impressed me with their learning, 
maturity and behaviour. 

The children and I are especially fortunate to have an excellent TA in Year 6 in 
Mrs Goosey.  She often worked with the children last year when they were in Year 5, 
as well having lots of previous experience working in Year 6! 

 
Our topic this term is ‘Life on the Nile’ We will be learning all about life in 

ancient Egypt: Why did they build pyramids? Who were the pharaohs? How can we 
read hieroglyphics? How did they make mummies? We will be paying special 
attention to all of the exciting and gory parts of their history! We will also be looking 
at the geography of Egpyt and finding out why people settled near the Nile. 

 
In English we will be writing suspense stories about exploring Egyptian tombs, 

scary stories about mummies as well as instructional texts about mummification.  
 
In science, our first topic is light. We will be finding out about how light 

travels, how the eye works, as well as much more. After half term our topic is 
electricity, where we will be learning about different types of circuits and 
experimenting with the school’s electric circuit making kits. 

 
Homework will be sent home on a Friday and is due in on the following 

Thursday. Please encourage your child to complete it and hand it in on time. As part 
of their preparation for secondary school, any child who does not hand their 
homework in on time will be expected to do it during their lunchtime on Thursday.  

 
It is still important for the children to read regularly each week with an adult. 

Although many of the children are very fluent and eloquent readers we still need to 
work with them on their understanding and answering of questions about the text. 
Most importantly of all, it is important that reading is done for pleasure and not 
treated as a chore. 
 
 



 
The children have completed spelling assessments which has informed me as 

to your child’s spelling needs. We are now beginning our weekly spellings and lists of 
this half term’s words have been sent home. We will give the children a spelling rule 
each week and a list of words to learn, the children will then be tested on Monday 
afternoons. 

 
In order to ensure all children can concentrate fully and achieve their best this 

year we will be using several positive behaviour systems alongside the whole school 
badges and certificates. The children will be rewarded individually, as tables and as a 
whole class.  

 
To keep the classroom environment positive and fun, we will be adopting a 

system of ‘Warn, Move, Remove’ for rare incidents of disruptive behaviour.  
 

Warn Pupil will be warned that their behaviour needs to change/stop. 
Move Pupil will be moved within the classroom. 

Remove Pupil will be sent to another classroom to complete their work. 

 
It is hoped that this clear system will ensure that disruptive events are kept to 

a minimum. If however, problems then continues after a pupil has returned to the 
classroom, we will then be involving more senior members of staff and a phone call 
will be made home.  

 
I have included a Topic Map of our learning for this term and a copy of this 

terms ‘Knowledge Organiser’ this contains a short summary of the information and 
vocabulary which the children will be expected to learn this term.  
 
I am really looking forward to an exciting year with Year 6 as I have been looking 
forward to teaching them for years. Year 6 always involves even more responsibility 
and more challenging learning but we hope to make the year really exciting, fun and 
enjoyable. 
 
Mike Buck 
Year 6 class teacher 


